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Let R be a ring with unity and let M be a right R-module. An element 
x in R is said to have central action on M if (mx)~ = (mr)x for all m in M 
and I in R. Thus x has central action on M if and only if x + Ann M is an 
element belonging to the center of the ring R/Ann M, where Ann M denotes 
the annihilator of M in R. In other words, the elements having central 
action on M are precisely the elements x in R for which the mapping m -+ mx 
is an R-endomorphism of M. An ideal I of R has central action on M if I 
can be generated by elements each of which has central action on M. More 
generally, I is said to have hypercentral action on M if there exists an ascending 
chain of ideals of R such that 
where I,+,/& has central action on the R/&-module M/M& and IA : uocA I, 
for all ordinals OL < i and all limit ordinals X < i. I f  I, = I for some finite 
integer n, we shall say that I has polycentral action on M. 
It is immediate that if the ideal I of R is hypercentral in the sense defined 
by Robinson in [l], then I has hypercentral action on every R-module M. 
If S is any nonempty subset of R, then as in [l], *S shall denote the additive 
subgroup of all m in M such that ms = 0 for all s in S. 
We remark that Theorem 1 of [I] can be sharpened to yield: 
Let M be a noetherian R-module. Let J be a sum of ideals of R each of which 
has polycentral action on every submodule of M. Then there exists a positive 
integer k such that 
MJ” n *J = 0. 
Here we shall prove the following dual result for artinian modules. 
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Let M be an artinian R-module. Let ] be a sum of ideals of R each of 
which has polycentral action on every submodule of M. Then there exists a 
positive integer k such that 
MJ + *J” = M. 
I f  for an ideal j it happens that *Jk = M, i.e., MJk = 0, then we shall 
say that J has nilpotent action on M. 
RESULTS AND PROOFS 
LEMMA 1. Let I and J be ideals of R and let M be an R-module. If I has 
polycentral action on M and if] acts nilpotently on M/MI, then ] has nilpotent 
action on M/MIk for every positive integer k. 
Proof. I f  I has polycentral action on M, there exists a finite chain of 
ideals 0 = I,, C I1 *.. C I, = I such that &+,/I, has central action on M/MI, . 
In particular it follows that (MI,+,)K C (MK)I,+, + MIi for every ideal 
K of R. Hence if MK C MIk-l, then (MIi+,)K = MIi mod MIk and therefore 
MIKn C MIk. By hypothesis MJr C MI for some r > 0 and thus MJt C MI” 
whent=r+rn+~~~+rn’i-l. 
COROLLARY 1. Let J be a sum of ideals each of which has hypercentral 
and nilpotent action on every submodule of M. If M is artinian as an R-module, 
then J has nilpotent action on M. 
Proof. Suppose that the result is false. Since M is artinian we may 
assume that M is a minimal counterexample. Hence J has nilpotent action 
on every proper submodule of M. Therefore M = MJ and so MI # 0 for 
one of the summands I of J. Since I has nontrivial hypercentral action on M 
there exists an element x in I which has nontrivial central action on M. 
Now (Mx)J” = (Mp)x = Mx for every n > 0 and hence we conclude 
that Mx = M since Mx # 0. Therefore MJ = Mx. But Mx” = 0 for some 
k and so by Lemma 1 we conclude that J has nilpotent action on M. Therefore 
M is not a counterexample and the result follows. 
COROLLARY 2. Let J be a sum of ideals each of which has hypercentral and 
nilpotent action on M. If M is noetherian as an R-module, then J has nilpotent 
action on M. 
Proof. I f  M is noetherian, then MJ = MI where I = 1(l) + **a + I(r) 
and each I(i) has hypercentral and nilpotent action on M. Therefore I has 
hypercentral and nilpotent action on M. 
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Suppose that J does not have nilpotent action on M. Then since M is 
noetherian there exists a submodule N of M which is maximal such that J 
does not have nilpotent action on M/N. Clearly N 2 MI. Let 0 = I, C 
Ir _C ..’ C Ii = I, be a chain defining the hypercentral action of I on M. 
There exists a least ordinal 01 for which N $ MI, . Thus MI=-, _C N, since 01 
is not a limit ordinal. Now M = M/N is an R = R/&-module. 1, has -- 
central action on M and MI, # 0. By the choice of N it follows that J has - -- 
nilpotent action on M/M& and hence J has nilpotent action on M, by 
Lemma 1. This is the contradiction required to establish the result. 
LEMMA 2. Let M be an artinian R-module and let I be an ideal of R which 
has polycentral action on every submodule of M. Then M = MI f *I” for 
some positive integer n. 
Proof. Suppose that the result is false. If (M, I) is a counterexample, 
then by the artinian condition we can choose M such that the result holds 
for (N, I) whenever N is a proper submodule of M. It follows that M is join- 
irreducible, i.e., if M = A + B for submodules A and B, then either 
A=MorB=M.LetO=I,_CI,C*..CI,=Ibeafinitechaindefining 
the polycentral action of I on M. Among the counterexamples we choose 
(M, I) such that M is join-irreducible and s is least. Then I1 is generated 
by elements x such that the mapping p z : m + m.r is an R-endomorphism 
of M. By the artinian condition it follows that Im(pzr) = Im(&+l) for some 
integer r. Hence we conclude that M = Im(pm) + *{xr}. Therefore M = *{x3 
since M is join-irreducible. Thus the ideal xR has central and nilpotent 
action on M. Therefore by Corollary 1 the ideal I1 has nilpotent action on M. 
The ideal I/I1 has polycentral action on all submodules of M/MI1 . So by 
the choice of s we conclude that M/MI, = MI/MI1 + *(I/II)* for some 
integer t. Since M is join-irreducible we deduce that I has nilpotent action 
on M/MI, . Now I1 has central and nilpotent action on M and so by Lemma 1 
it follows that M = *I” for some n > 0. Therefore (M, I) is not a counter- 
example and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a ring with unity and let M be an artinian R-module. 
Let J be a sum of ideals of R each of which has polycentral action on every 
submodule of M. Then there exists a positive integer k such that M = MJ + *Jk. 
Proof. Suppose that the result is false. The artinian condition allows 
us to choose M to be a minimal counterexample. Consequently we may 
assume that M is join-irreducible. If I is an ideal of R which has polycentral 
action on every submodule of M, then by Lemma 2 it follows that M = 
MI + *I” for some n = n(I). Therefore M = MI or M = *In. Now 
M # MJ since M is a counterexample and hence we conclude that J is a 
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sum of ideals each of which has polycentral and nilpotent action on every 
submodule of M. But then by Corollary 1 we obtain the contradiction that 
M = *J” for some positive integer K. This completes the proof. 
Remark. If  J is a sum of ideals each of which has polycentral action on M, 
then it is easy to see that J has hypercentral action on M and that one can 
choose a defining chain of ideals which has length at most w. Conversely, 
if J has hypercentral action of length at most w on M, then J is a union of 
ideals each of which has polycentral action on M. Thus it is a consequence 
of Theorem 1 that if M is artinian and J has hypercentral action of length at 
most w on every submodule of M, then M = MJ + *J” for some k >, 0. 
In contrast to [1, Theorem 31, we have not been able to decide whether this 
restriction on the length is necessary. However, for the general case we prove 
the following analog of [l, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a ring with unity, M an artinian R-module and 
I an ideal of R which has hypercentral action on all submodules of M. If  *I = 0, 
then M = MI. 
Proof, Suppose that the result is false. We can choose M to be a minimal 
counterexample. Since I is a nonzero ideal having hypercentral action on M, 
it contains an element x such that the mapping p: m -+ mx is an R 
endomorphism of M. If  K, is the kernel of pcLn, then CL” is a module homo- 
morphism of Kn+l into K1 with kernel K,, for each n > 1. Since we may 
assume that K1 < M, it follows by choice of M that (Kn.+l/.K,Jl = K*l+l/Kn . 
Thus K,I = K,, for every n > 0. By the artinian condition Im(p”) =Im(pn+l) 
for some positive n and hence M = Im(p) + K, . Therefore M = MI 
since Im(p) and K, are both contained in MI. This proves the result. 
Note added in proof. Our colleague R. S. Dark has recently shown by example 
that the length restriction mentioned in the above Remark is necessary. 
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